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Lateral ankle sprains are consistently among the most common injuries observed in 55 physically active populations, including high school and collegiate athletes, and the military.
1-4
56
Although once considered a benign injury causing only a small loss of time from activity, the past 57 several decades have established this injury as the first in a cascade that has the potential to 58 contribute to decreased health-related quality of life. 5, 6 Most commonly described following ankle 59 injury is the development of chronic ankle instability (CAI) -repeated sensations of "giving way" 60 or "rolling" of the ankle, often associated with recurrent injury. 7, 8 CAI has been associated with 61 several detrimental consequences that include decreased physical activity, 9 and the early onset of 62 post-traumatic ankle osteoarthritis. 10, 11 Furthermore, the combination of recurrent injury and 63 degenerative changes to the joint associated with chronic ankle instability represent a significant 64 financial burden on the healthcare system, estimated to cost 6.2 billion USD per year.
5,12
65
Current standards of clinical practice rely on self-reported questionnaires in order for
66
clinicians and researchers to determine if patients or participants meet the criteria of having CAI. 13 
67
A wide variety of questionnaires are implemented, with questions ranging from asking individuals 68 to estimate the number of giving-way episodes they experience, to rating any pain or difficulty in 69 performing varying functional task related to sport or activities of daily living. 14-17 While these 70 tools have proven useful, they suffer from limitations related to their subjectivity and patient 71 interpretation of questions (e.g. individual understandings of "giving way"). 16 The reliance on 72 solely subjective measures of ankle function to diagnose individuals as having CAI is in stark 73 contrast to similar models of knee instability that rely not only on subjective questionnaires, but 74 also on a combination of special and functional tests in order to characterize sensations of giving 75 way. 18 For instance, various hop tests, including a triple-hop for distance, have been used to requiring the functional ability of muscle strength, power, and agility to perform hops, an 
298
Balance and postural control deficits are often described in those with CAI, which could 299 potentially contribute to functional performance deficits observed during the SEBT. assessment of FPT's may be necessary to determine the best combination of FPTs to assess CAI.
368
These tests present an advantage to clinicians aiming to address functional deficits in 369 patients with CAI as they are cheap, effective alternatives compared to instrumented measures.
370
However, further research is necessary to aid in the full implementation of these tests clinically.
371
Greater sample sizes and study volume would improve upon evaluation methods and decrease 
